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PREFACE

Rural India is one of the key drivers of modern economy this country has. It comprises of 66% of India’s population. As modern agricultural practices have started improving rural family’s lives, rural females though are still living in misery. They still have to go out in the open to defecate, have no say in decision making of the households and worst affected is the menstrual hygiene of these females. They are treated as outcasts during “those” days and are sometimes forced to sleep in cowsheds and not visit temples also. The females of rural India still use rags or cloth or ash for menstrual protection. This is a dismal state. The country which boasts of its heritage and rich culture Many believe affordability is a major factor in non usage of sanitary napkins during menstruation. This research is a humble effort to find out major reason for non usage of sanitary napkins amongst rural females and can a viable solution be provided to eradicate this social evil which haunts a rural female every time she has her “menses” and at the same time provide them with employment opportunities so that they can also live with pride and honor and stand equal to their male counterparts.